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Galerie Vanessa Quang is pleased to announce the first show in Paris of Miya Ando.
 The exhibition entitled “The Cutting Light” finds its origin in the encounter curator
Stephen Sarrazin experienced with the work of Russian-Japanese artist Miya Ando.
The freedom with which the artist moves from one medium to another in the
elaboration of a personal aesthetic of light carried this proposal through.
 
MIYA ANDO
Lives and works in New York City
Already recognized for her metal paintings, here a series of delicate metal sheets
hanging from the walls, Miya Ando is heir to a celebrated Japanese family of
katana/sword makers. The esthetic aspect, both illuminated and menacing, of the
relationship to this industrial medium makes her work immediately identifiable, and its
formal qualities evoke a stillness that may stem from what she received from a
grandfather, for years head monk of a temple in Japan.
The New York legacy is undeniable, yet Ando has succeeded in introducing in her
metal work a fragile mystery that reveals itself according to the axis of a glance.
Her phosphorescent installations consist in a series of drawings and motifs painted on
walls or suspended from ceilings. They create an impression of a thing not given to
revealing itself on the spot, appearing gradually while leaving the spectator with the
sensation of bathing in the light of a Japanese forest, surrounded by the countless
micro-spirits that haunt it. Ando is currently working on the 10 Year Anniversary of 9/11
Commemorative Sculpture for London which she is creating from 30’ pieces of WTC
steel.  She is also currently working on two public commissions, the Haein Project in
Korea as well as a temporary, outdoor commission for the Fist Art Foundation in Puerto
Rico.  Her work can be seen July 7 as part of an exhibition at The Sundaram Tagore
Gallery in New York. www.sundaramtagore.com




